
Orientation–cum-interaction programme 
conducted at EMMRC

 

Srinagar, Jan 22: A day-long orientation–

cum-interaction programme with content 

experts of B. Sc. (Hon’s) Biomedical Sciences 

was held today in the Auditorium of Educa-

tional Multimedia Research Center (EMMRC).

            Participants from varied fields partic-

ipated in the programme. Subject experts and 

scholars from SKIMS, SKUAST, GMC, colleges 

and higher secondary schools, besides EMMRC 

faculty participated in the event.

The programme aims to develop e-contents 

for undergraduate students in Biomedical Sci-

ences. The e-content generated will be easily 

accessible tostudents through television and Internet irrespective of their geographical location.

Consultant e-Content,Farooq A. Lone in his inaugural speech gave a brief outline of the Center and highlighted the importance of e-learn-

ing in today’s digital world. “The world is changing, so are we. We have to adapt to new techniques and technologies in order to disseminate 

education for a wider reach”, Farooq A. Lone said.

            In his welcome address, Director EMMRC, Dr. Shahid Rasool emphasized on the need of liberating education from the confines of 

a classroom terming it the need of the hour to change with the changing digital dynamics.

Dr. Shahid said, “Today students are more comfortable with learning by using technology. The digital natives require knowledge in 

e-form that is just a click away . This has necessitated development and packaging of  knowledge”.

“EMMRC has a team of dedicated professionals -- producers, graphic designers, editors and technicians who with your active support 

and cooperation can create wonders”, Dr. Shahid said while welcoming the participants to EMMRC.

In his address, Course Co-ordinator Prof. Bashir Ahmad Ganaie hailed the efforts of EMMRC for its contribution in creating a knowledge 

society.

“The hallmark of EMMRC has been to de-elitise knowledge, spark creativity, conjure innovation and the democratic exchange of knowl-

edge and ideas since its inception”, Prof. Bashir said.

He also said that EMMRC has been fairly successful in disseminating knowledge and ideas for scholastic growth. “The Center wants to 

get rid of intermediaries that come with traditional classrooms and schooling”, he added.

In this programme, 65 subject experts have been selected as course instructors.  These professionals shall write content spread over about 

350 topics, expected to be completed within two years.

Vice Chancellor, Kashmir University Prof.Khurshid IqbalAndrabi, in his keynote address, expressed confidence in the team of subject 

experts and the capability of EMMRC in developing quality contents.“They have a meticulous and professional approach in conceiving and 

executing e-content projects, bringing laurels to the institution.”


